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British Porcelain
Your piece of porcelain may feature an anchor, but
how do you know whether it was made at Chelsea or
Bow? How can you tell if the mark is genuine? This
handy and easy-to-use pocket guide helps you to
make sense of a vast, and often confusing, field. With
more than 3,000 commonly found marks for all types
of pottery and porcelain, and information on the
makers, factories, and artists, it is simply the best onthe-spot resource for expert collectors, auctioneers,
and novices alike. Line drawings throughout illustrate
the different styles and patterns, maps showing the
locations of major factories worldwide, and the color
photographs of actual pottery and porcelain marks
make dating and authenticating pieces even easier.

The Collector's Handbook of Marks and
Monograms on Pottery and Porcelain of
the Renaissance and Modern Periods
Pottery and Porcelain
China and Pottery Marks
The 1st Identification Guide Of Late 19th & Early 20th
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c. Italian Pottery & Porcelain Marks for EnglishSpeaking Collectors. Praised by collectors & dealers
internationally as an essential guide, it's been
included in the traveling library of Antiques Roadshow
& received a glowing review in NEAJ, July 2005. Mr.
Wendell Garrett, Senior VP of Sotheby's & Editor at
Large of The Magazine Antiques said in a personal
note to the authors I am most impressed. The book is
comprehensive in scope, scholarly in research,
beautiful in its illustrations, and clear in its writing.
Everyone interested in ceramics -- collectors,
curators, scholars and students should have a copy on
his or her shelf. (6/13/05) For the very first time
information on more than 120 Italian factories,
studios, artists & over 300 identified marks becomes
readily accessible to those who can't read Italian,
making this Guide indispensable for the collector.

Handbook of Pottery and Porcelain
Marks
"China and Pottery Marks" by Unknown. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
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Italian Pottery Marks
It took George Perrott and his wife more than seven
years to complete this book. It is compiled in date
order and consists of marks from the factories of
Europe, USA, Japan and China. It covers
approximately 10,000 marks and references. It
commences with the Ming Dynasty of 1368 and takes
the reader through the 15th century 'Maiolica' period
of the Italian Renaissance, the German and French
'Faience' of the 16th century, the early 17th century
Dutch 'Delft' wares and continues on to the great
factories of Europe including Meissen, Sevres, and the
English factories of Wedgwood, Minton, Spode
Doulton etc. The major part of the book concentrates
on older marks but a significan effort has been made
to include marks from factories and potters that are
currently in business and still producing their wares
today. More than 500 companies throughout Europe,
USA, and the Far East contributed to this project.
Collectors Clubs and Museums were also a great
source of information. This publication is in fact one of
the most original marks books to come onto the
market in recent times. It must be the first of its kind
that catlogs the marks, factories and potters in date
order giving added perception of their time in history.
If you are a collector of porcelain and pottery or you
deal in it as a profession this book is a must for your
bookshelf.
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Marks and Monograms on European and
Oriental Pottery and Porcelain
Over 1150 beautiful color images and historical
photographs display the dazzling variety of ceramic
wares produced at the famous Cauldon Pottery Works
of Staffordshire, England, by the venerable firm BrownWesthead, Moore & Company. Over one hundred
years of Staffordshire pottery production and
changing decorative styles are displayed, including
table and tea sets decorated in blue and white, flow
blue, and multiple colored transfer prints; ornate
majolica centerpieces, jardinieres, and garden seats;
elegant fine bone china vases, utilitarian ewers, and
basins; and decorative tiles. The definitive text
provides a detailed history of Brown-Westhead, Moore
& Company, descriptions of the wares and the artists
who produced them, a detailed bibliography,
numerous appendices, and an index. Current market
values are found in the captions. This book will be an
important reference for all concerned with
Staffordshire pottery.

Pictorial Guide to Pottery and Porcelain
Marks
Warman's Depression Glass #2
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The Pottery and Porcelain of the United
States
Chinese Export Porcelain
A handy and easy-to-use guide containing more than
3,000 commonly found marks for all types of pottery
and porcelain, with information on the makers,
factories and artists they represent for on-the-spot
reference. Line drawings illustrate the different styles
and patterns. Everyone from the novice to the expert
collector—and auctioneers too—will want to own this.

Miller's Pottery & Porcelain Marks
The ardent collector of Pottery or Porcelain, even
when he has long passed his novitiate, constantly
feels the need of a reliable pocket volume containing
the authentic and indisputable marks of the pottery
and porcelain of the best collectors' periods. It has
been our aim to supply such a volume in a condensed
and practical form. The only marks given in this book
are those which are beyond dispute. The arrangement
is geographical, the different species of ware being
separately treated wherever practicable; but, by
elaborate indices, ready reference has been provided
to each mark, as well as to each factory. In addition, a
condensed account of the important productions of
every country prefaces each section of the work.

Handbook of Marks on Pottery &
Porcelain
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Shows and identifies more than thirty-five hundred
American, European, and Oriental trademarks for
porcelain and pottery and indicates period of use for
each mark

A Guide to Marks on Chinese Porcelain
Antique Marks
Chinese History
A quick reference guide to the popular McCoy pottery
produced by the Nelson McCoy Sanitary Stoneware
Company, the Nelson McCoy Pottery Company, and
McCoy Ltd. from 1910 to 2000. Over 500 color photos
display McCoy pottery ranging from bulb bowls,
cookie jars, and jardinires to planters, vases, and wall
pockets. Current market values are included.

Marks and Monograms on Pottery &
Porcelain of the Renaissance and Modern
Periods
China and Pottery Marks - A Reference Guide to
Antique and Collectables - From early days when the
ancients showed their appreciation of fine pottery and
old glassware by burying "these most esteemed
possessions" with the dead, fine china has been
synonymous with culture and breeding. With our
ancestors for generations we share the tradition that,
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just as first editions give prestige to one's book
shelves, old china or the finest work of the modern
kilns express readily that good taste and
discrimination that is characteristic of our old families.
A wealth of association and historic data is to be
acquired from the study of the "fabrique marks" and
periods of the master craftsmen. If in America there
was a general tendency toward acquiring, even a
smattering, of this knowledge, there would be less of
these drawing-room atrocities which Arthur Hayden in
his "Chats on English Earthenware" points out, "To
have a modern set of vases adorning a Georgian
cabinet is like putting new wine in old bottles." For the
convenience of the seasoned collector, as well as the
beginner, in this book is a representative list of better
known marks by which china can be identified. While
it is not possible to include a complete list,
particularly those of extremely rare specimens, those
compiled have particular reference to the marks of
English china which is greatly in demand by
collectors. These will suffice to enable the reader to
identify pieces whenever encountered. The signatures
or mark which the master craftsmen in earth or clay
signed their products, just as a painter signs his work,
were often specially designed devices of various
kinds, often a combination of initials and dates. Each
"fabrique mark" stands for a certain potter's art just
as the modern trade-mark. Beginning more than a
half century ago in the old La Farge House in lower
Broadway (where John La Farge was born) the house
of Gilman Collamore and Company has done much to
develop an appreciation of fine china in America. It
was one of the first houses to bring over from England
and France china, both modern and old, for its
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American clients. At this time many fine specimens of
old china are on view as well as complete stocks from
the modern English and Continental manufacture.

Pottery and Porcelain, from Early Times
Down to the Philadelphia Exhibition of
1876
Book of Pottery Marks
The Handbook of Marks on Chinese
Ceramics
Describes the history of forty nineteenth-century
manufacturers as well as identifying typical collector's
items

Dictionary of Marks
English China
Endymion Wilkinson's bestselling manual of Chinese
history has long been an indispensable guide to all
those interested in the civilization and history of
China. In this latest edition, now in a bigger format, its
scope has been dramatically enlarged by the addition
of one million words of new text. Twelve years in the
making, the new manual introduces students to
different types of transmitted, excavated, and
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artifactual sources from prehistory to the twentieth
century. It also examines the context in which the
sources were produced, preserved, and received, the
problems of research and interpretation associated
with them, and the best, most up-to-date secondary
works. Because the writing of history has always
played a central role in Chinese politics and culture,
special attention is devoted to the strengths and
weaknesses of Chinese historiography.

Marks and Monograms on Pottery and
Porcelain, of the Renaissance and
Modern Periods
Japanese marks and seals
Marks and monograms on pottery and
porcelain, with short historical notices of
each manufactory, and an introductory
essay on the vasa fictilia of England.
Illustrated, etc
What we have attempted has been to gather and
present, in a way to be easily understood, the most
important facts respecting "Pottery and
Porcelain."--Preface.

Kovels' New Dictionary of Marks
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Marks of American Potters
Handbook of Marks on Pottery and
Porcelain
This book features photographs of marks alongside
their actual pieces for perspective. Other books
simply show line drawings, but this massive
encyclopedia educates collectors and researchers on
what the marks actually look like on a piece of pottery
or porcelain. Over 7,500 photographs of around 4,000
marks and items, from Abingdon to Zsolnay, are
featured in this huge publication. Organized
alphabetically by company, this book is the most userfriendly marks book you'll find, telling readers quickly
what it looks like, when it was made, and who made
it. Appraisers and dealers will find this guide
extremely useful; they can learn a little bit about
many different marks, rather than having to weed
through extensive historical information on the
thousands of marks produced. As an added feature,
cross-referencing indexes are provided, by date,
shape, and company. 2004 values.

Lehner's Encyclopedia of U.S. Marks on
Pottery, Porcelain & Clay
A Manual of Marks on Pottery and
Porcelain
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Encyclopaedia of British Pottery and
Porcelain Marks
A reference of the marks seen on pottery and china
from around the world.

A Handbook of Chinese Ceramics
This handy guide to identifying and interpreting gold,
silver, platinum and ceramic marks includes all
hallmarks from 1544. Details of the new hallmarking
system, international marks and guides to the great
makers are all included.

Pottery and Porcelain Marks
Pottery & Porcelain Marks
This monumental and authoritative encyclopedia lists
over four thousand British ceramic marks, making it
the most comprehensive volume of its kind.

McCoy Pottery
Presents a brief history of English china and identifies
a variety of bowls, jars, chamber pots, coffee urns,
egg stands, and other items along with their prices.

Chinese Pottery and Porcelain: Pottery
and early wares
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Staffordshire Pottery, 1858-1962
Chinese export porcelains of the late 18th to late 19th
centuries are fully discussed in this book. Lists and
photography profusely illustrate all of the standard
patterns: over 1000 items illustrated in black and
white and more than 100 in color. Covers Canton,
Fitzhugh, Rose Medallion, Bird and Butterfly, and the
other associated patterns.

China and Pottery Marks
Information on "origins and development of the
Chinese written language" precedes the extensive
catalog of marks, including marks in regular kaishu
script, marks in zhuanshu seal scripts, symbols used
as marks, directory of marks, and list of potters.
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